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OUR MISSION

Since 1993, HPU Medical Wholesale has dedicated itself to
developing and providing health care solutions that allow
individuals, with physical challenges, the opportunity to safely
enjoy the freedom of increased mobility and independence.

Our Values

We continually work closely with industry professionals to stay
informed of market trends and our clients changing needs with an
ongoing commitment to our four core values:
Continuously Improve—the quality of life for clients through
increased comfort, function and mobility.
Be Accountable—for the solutions we provide.
Exceed Expectations—with results that match the needs of the
individual.
Be Progressive—by developing, and introducing new products
that reflect our level of dedication to improved mobility and
independence.

Our Goal

With compassion, commitment, and core values intact, we strive to
remain a reliable and responsible source of better living solutions.
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rollator walkers
CH3011
The CH3011 Rollator is an “X” frame aluminum folding walker designed
both for indoor and outdoor use that can easily and quickly be folded
in two directions to minimize its size. This lightweight rollator features
a folding mesh fabric seat, carry bag, locking hand brakes, 8” wheels
and has a weight capacity of 285 lbs. The overall width of 25 1/2”
will allow this walker to be easily maneuverable through normal sized
doorways and around the house.

Specifications

User Height range:
Seat Width:
Seat Depth:
Seat Height:
Width Between Handles:
Overall Width:
Handle Height:
Caster Size:
Weight capacity:
Frame material:
Weight:
Weight in box:
Box Dimensions:
4
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5' 2” to 6'
47 cm (18.5”)
25 cm (10”)
53 cm (20.9”)
47 cm (18.5”)
62 cm (24”)
79.5 to 92.5 cm (31.3” to 36.4”)
20 cm (7.9”)
130 kg (285 lbs)
Aluminum
7.6 kg (16.7 lbs)
8.2 kg (18 lbs)
43 x 27 x 68 cm (16.5” x 10.6” x 26.7”)

rollator walkers
CH3012
The CH3012 Rollator is an “X” frame aluminum folding walker designed
both for indoor and outdoor use that can easily and quickly be folded
in two directions to minimize its size. This lightweight rollator features
a folding mesh fabric seat, carry bag, locking hand brakes, 8” wheels
and has a weight capacity of 285 lbs. The overall width of 25 1/2”
will allow this walker to be easily maneuverable through normal sized
doorways and around the house.

Specifications

User Height range:
Seat Width:
Seat Depth:
Seat Height:
Width Between Handles:
Overall Width:
Handle Height:
Caster Size:
Weight capacity:
Frame material:
Weight:
Weight in box:
Box Dimensions:

5' 2” to 6'
47 cm (18.5”)
25 cm (10”)
53 cm (20.9”)
47 cm (18.5”)
62 cm (24”)
79.5 to 92.5 cm (31.3” to 36.4”)
20 cm (7.9”)
130 kg (285 lbs)
Aluminum
7.6 kg (16.7 lbs)
8.2 kg (18 lbs)
43 x 27 x 68 cm (16.5” x 10.6” x 26.7”)
HPU Medical Wholesale
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rollator walkers
CH3013
The CH3013 Rollator is an “X” frame aluminum folding walker designed
both for indoor and outdoor use that can easily and quickly be folded
in two directions to minimize its size. This lightweight rollator features
a folding mesh fabric seat, carry bag, locking hand brakes, 8” wheels
and has a weight capacity of 285 lbs. The overall width of 25 1/2”
will allow this walker to be easily maneuverable through normal sized
doorways and around the house.

Specifications

User Height range:
Seat Width:
Seat Depth:
Seat Height:
Width Between Handles:
Overall Width:
Handle Height:
Caster Size:
Weight capacity:
Frame material:
Weight:
Weight in box:
Box Dimensions:
6
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5' 2” to 6'
47 cm (18.5”)
25 cm (10”)
53 cm (20.9”)
47 cm (18.5”)
62 cm (24”)
79.5 to 92.5 cm (31.3” to 36.4”)
20 cm (7.9”)
130 kg (285 lbs)
Aluminum
7.6 kg (16.7 lbs)
8.2 kg (18 lbs)
43 x 27 x 68 cm (16.5” x 10.6” x 26.7”)

Flip rollator walkersTM
CH3014 (black) and CH3025 (red)
The CH3014 (Black) and CH3025 (Red) Flip Rollator/TransporterTM
is an economically priced aluminum folding walker designed both for
indoor and outdoor use that can easily and quickly converted into a
lightweight transport chair that a caregiver can use to transport the
user should they become fatigued. This lightweight Rollator features
a flip up padded seat, basket, hand brakes, 8” front swivel wheels
and has a weight capacity of 285 lbs. The overall width of 25 1/2”
will allow this walker to be easily maneuverable through normal sized
doorways and around the house. The flip-up, swing-away footrests
can be removed when not needed and stowed away in carry pouch.

Specifications

User Height range:
Seat Width:
Seat Depth:
Seat Height:
Width Between Handles:
Overall Width:
Handle Height:
Caster Size:
Weight capacity:
Frame material:
Weight:
Weight in box:
Box Dimensions:

CH3014 & CH3025

5' 8” to 6' 4”
47 cm (18.5”)
31 cm (12.2”)
56 cm (22”)
47 cm (18.5”)
62 cm (24”)
86 to 98 cm (33.9” to 38.6”)
20 cm (7.9”)
130 kg (285 lbs)
Aluminum
9.3 kg (20.5 lbs)
10 kg (22 lbs)
71.5 x 29 x 85.5 cm
HPU Medical Wholesale
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Rollators
CH3000
The EZee Life™ CH3000 rollator is an economically priced aluminum
folding walker that is primarily designed for indoor and hard surface
use. This lightweight rollator features a flip up 17.3” wide padded seat,
basket, hand brakes, 6” front swivel wheels and has a weight capacity
of 264 lbs. The overall width of 24” will allow this walker to be easily
maneuverable even in the tightest places.

Specifications

User Height range:
Seat Width:
Seat Depth:
Seat Height:
Width Between Handles:
Overall Width:
Handle Height:
Caster Size:
Basket Size:
Weight capacity:
Frame material:
Weight:
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5' 8” to 6' 4”
17 1/4"
14"
22 1/2"
16"
24”
33.5” to 39”
6”
16” x 9” x 6”
220 lbs
Aluminum
15.5 lbs

Rollators
CH3010
The EZee Life™ CH3010 rollator is an economically priced aluminum
folding walker that is primarily designed both for indoor and outdoor
use. This lightweight rollator features a flip up 13.8” wide padded seat,
basket, hand brakes, 8” front swivel wheels and has a weight capacity
of 120 kg (264 lbs.) The overall width of 24.5” will allow this walker to
be easily maneuverable even in the tightest places.

Specifications

User Height range:
Seat Width:
Seat Depth:
Seat Height:
Width Between Handles:
Overall Width:
Handle Height:
Caster Size:
Basket Size:
Backrest Height:
Weight capacity:
Frame material:
Weight:

5' 8” to 6' 1”
13.8”
13.3”
22.3”
17.5”
24.5”
36” to 39.3”
8”
9” x 2.5” x 5.5”
10”
264 lbs
Aluminum
17.9 lbs
HPU Medical Wholesale
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Rollators
CH3020
The EZee Life™ CH3020 rollator is an economically priced aluminum
folding walker that is primarily designed both for indoor and outdoor
use. This rollator walker features a flip up 13.8” wide padded seat,
fabric carry bag, hand brakes, 8” front swivel wheels and has a weight
capacity of 120 kg (264 lbs.) The overall width of 24.5”will allow this
walker to be easily maneuverable even in the tightest places.

Specifications

User Height range:
Seat Width:
Seat Depth:
Seat Height:
Width Between Handles:
Overall Width:
Handle Height:
Caster Size:
Basket Size:
Backrest Height:
Weight capacity:
Frame material:
Weight:
10
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5' 8” to 6' 1”
13.8”
13.3”
22.3”
17.5”
24.5”
36” to 39.3”
8”
9” x 2.5” x 5.5”
10”
264 lbs
Aluminum
17.9 lbs

Rollators
CH3030
The CH3030 rollator is an economically priced aluminum folding
walker with a wide seat and extra weight capacity that is designed
both for indoor and outdoor use. This lightweight rollator features a flip
up wide padded seat, basket, hand brakes, 8” front swivel wheels and
has a weight capacity of 350 lbs.

Specifications

User Height range:
Seat Width:
Seat Depth:
Seat Height:
Width Between Handles:
Overall Width:
Handle Height:
Caster Size:
Basket Size:
Weight capacity:
Frame material:
Weight:

5' 4” to 6'
21.5”
13.5”
18”
21 1/2"
28 1/2”
30.5” to 36.5”
8”
8" x 20" x 6"
350 lbs
Aluminum
17.6 lbs

HPU Medical Wholesale
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Rollators
CH3031
The EZee Life™ CH3031 rollator is an economically priced aluminum
folding walker that is primarily designed for indoor use and moderate
outdoor use. This lightweight rollator features a flip up padded seat,
basket, hand brakes, 8” swivel wheels and has a weight capacity of
100 kg (220 lbs) The narrow frame will allow this walker to be easily
maneuvered even in the tightest of places. Its lower seat height and
handle adjustment range makes the CH3031 ideal for those whose
height is less than 5’ 5”

Specifications

User Height range:
Seat Width:
Seat Depth:
Seat Height:
Width Between Handles:
Overall Width:
Handle Height:
Caster Size:
Basket Size:
Backrest Height:
Weight capacity:
Frame material:
Weight:
12
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4' 6” to 5' 4”
13.8"
13.3"
18.5"
18"
24"
35.8” - 40"
8”
10” x 13” x 5.5"
220 lbs
Aluminum
18.3 lbs
17.9 lbs

Standard Walkers
CH1080 Adult
The EZee Life™ CH1080 folding walker is among the lightest and least
expensive of all the walkers on the market today. Easy push-button
mechanisms may be operated by fingers, palms or side of hand to
fold it for storage or transport. Sturdy 1” diameter anodized, extruded
aluminum construction ensures maximum strength while remaining
light weight.
CH1080

CH1080S/W

Specifications

User Height range:
Width Between Handles:
Overall Width:
Handle Height:
Weight capacity:
Frame material:
Weight:

5' 2”' to 6' 2”
17”
23”
31” to 38”
350 lbs
Aluminum
5.4 lbs

HPU Medical Wholesale
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Standard Walkers
CH1081 Heavy Duty
The EZee Life™ CH1081 folding walker is the heavy duty version of the
CH1080. It’s features dual release buttons that are easy to push and
allow the walker to be folded up for easy storage and transportation in
a vehicle. This lightweight aluminum walker weighs only 5.6 lbs but is
built to have a 400 lb weight capacity.

CH1081

CH1081S/W

Specifications

User Height range:
Width Between Handles:
Overall Width:
Handle Height:
Weight capacity:
Frame material:
Weight:
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5' 4” to 6' 4”
17”
23”
32” to 39”
400 lbs
Aluminum
5.6 lbs

Standard Walkers
CH1084 Junior
The EZee Life™ CH1084 folding walker is the junior version of the
CH1080 model. It’s among the lightest and least expensive of all the
walkers on the market today. Easy push-button mechanisms may
be operated by fingers, palms or side of hand to fold it for storage
or transport. Sturdy 1” diameter anodized, extruded aluminum
construction ensures maximum strength while remaining light weight.
CH1084

CH1084S/W

Specifications

User Height range:
Width Between Handles:
Overall Width:
Handle Height:
Weight capacity:
Frame material:
Weight:

4' 4” to 5' 4”
17"
22.5"
25" to 32"
300 lbs
Aluminum
5.1 lbs

HPU Medical Wholesale
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Standard Walkers
CH1086 Junior One Button Walker
The CH1086 junior sized walker is a sturdy yet lightweight walker that
features a simple one-button folding operation. Its light weight makes it
easy to lift and maneuver. The one-button release mechanism makes
it easy to fold. Optional 5” wheels and walker skis available.
CH1086

CH1086S/W

Specifications

User Height range:
Width Between Handles:
Overall Width:
Handle Height:
Weight capacity:
Frame material:
Weight:

16
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4' 4” to 5' 4”
17”
22"
25” to 32”
300 lbs
Aluminum
4.6 lbs

Standard Walkers
CH1087 Adult One Button Walker
The CH1087 standard adult walker is a sturdy yet lightweight walker
that features simple one-button folding operation. Its light weight
makes it easy to lift and maneuver. One-button release mechanism
makes it easy to fold. Optional 5” wheels and walker skis available.
CH1087

CH1087S/W

Specifications

User Height range:
Width Between Handles:
Overall Width:
Handle Height:
Weight capacity:
Frame material:
Weight:

5' to 6'
17”
23"
30” to 36.8”
300 lbs
Aluminum
5.2 lbs

HPU Medical Wholesale
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Standard Walkers
CH1083 Reciprocal Walker
The EZee Life™ CH1083 bronze folding walker features a single push
button that is easy to push and allows the walker to be folded up for
easy storage and transportation in a vehicle. This lightweight aluminum
walker weighs only 6.4 lbs but is built to have a 350 lb weight capacity.

Specifications

User Height range:
Width Between Handles:
Overall Width:
Handle Height:
Weight capacity:
Frame material:
Weight:

18
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4' 6 to 5' 10”
17”
23”
28” to 35”
300 lbs
Aluminum
6.4 lbs

Standard Walkers
CH1088 Adult PVC Handles
The EZee Life™ CH1088 folding walker is among the lightest and least
expensive of all the walkers on the market today. Easy push-button
mechanisms may be operated by fingers, palms or side of hand to
fold it for storage or transport. Sturdy 1” diameter anodized, extruded
aluminum construction ensures maximum strength while remaining
light weight.
CH1088

CH1088S/W

Specifications

User Height range:
Width Between Handles:
Overall Width:
Handle Height:
Weight capacity:
Frame material:
Weight:

5' 2”' to 6' 2”
17”
23”
31” to 38”
350 lbs
Aluminum
5.4 lbs

HPU Medical Wholesale
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Standard Walkers
CH1089 Junior PVC Handles
The EZee Life™ CH1089 folding walker is the junior version of the
CH1088 model. It’s among the lightest and least expensive of all the
walkers on the market today.Easy push-button mechanisms may
be operated by fingers, palms or side of hand to fold it for storage
or transport. Sturdy 1” diameter anodized, extruded aluminum
construction ensures maximum strength while remaining light weight.
CH1089

CH1089S/W

Specifications

User Height range:
Width Between Handles:
Overall Width:
Handle Height:
Weight capacity:
Frame material:
Weight:

20
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4' 4” to 5' 4”
17"
22.5"
25" to 32"
300 lbs
Aluminum
5.1 lbs

Standard Walkers
CH1082 Adult One Button Walker | PVC Handles
The CH1082 standard adult walker is a sturdy yet lightweight walker
that features simple one-button folding operation. Its light weight
makes it easy to lift and maneuver. The one-button release mechanism
makes it easy to fold. Optional 5” wheels and walker skis available.

CH1082

CH1082S/W

Specifications

User Height range:
Width Between Handles:
Overall Width:
Handle Height:
Weight capacity:
Frame material:
Weight:

5' to 6'
17”
23"
30” to 36.8”
300 lbs
Aluminum
5.2 lbs

HPU Medical Wholesale
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Standard Walkers
CH1081A Heavy Duty
The EZee Life™ CH1081A folding walker is the heavy duty version of
the CH1080. It’s features dual release buttons that are easy to push
and allow the walker to be folded up for easy storage and transportation
in a vehicle. This lightweight aluminum walker weighs only 6.4 lbs but
is built to have a 400 lb weight capacity.

Specifications

User Height range:
Width Between Handles:
Overall Width:
Handle Height:
Weight capacity:
Frame material:
Weight:

22
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5' 4” to 6' 4”
17”
23”
32” to 39”
400 lbs
Aluminum
5.6 lbs

Walking Aids
CH3056 Walker Basket
The EZee Life™ CH3056
Walker basket is constructed
of high strength steel wire and
designed to fit on most walkers
with 1” tubing. Its lift-off design
allows it to easily be removed
and replaced for easy storage
or packing into a vehicle. This
basket includes a plastic insert
with a cup holder.

Specifications

Basket Width:
Height:
Basket Depth:
Frame Material:
Product weight:

CH3051 Walker Tray
The EZee Life™ CH3051 Walker
tray is made of sturdy plastic
and provides a flat surface on
conventional folding and nonfolding walkers to carry items
safely while allowing the user
to keep both their hands on the
walker handles. The design
features cutouts for drinks and a
lip to help prevent spills.

Specifications

16”
7”
5.5” front to back
Painted metal wire
2lbs

Depth:
Height:
Length
Frame material:
Weight capacity:
Product weight:

16”
1”
21”
Plastic
5 lbs
2 lbs

HPU Medical Wholesale
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Canes
CH2038 Offset Handle

CH2053 Ergonomic Offset Handle

This adjustable height aluminum
cane offers an offset handle,
wrist strap and is an affordable
option in walking aids. Adjustable
height canes are beneficial to
those who may have several
different heights of shoes
because they can be adjusted
quickly and easily as needed.
These adjustable canes also can
be beneficial for situations where
different people may be using
the cane such as an institution or
rental situation where the need
for a cane is temporary.

The height adjustment range
of this cane is 34” to 38” and is
recommended for users between
5’8” and 6’ in height. Adjustable
height canes are beneficial to
individuals who wear shoes of
various heights. It is also an
economical option for hospitals
etc. who might have multiple
users sharing the same cane or
rental programs.

Specifications

Handle Height:
Handle Style:
Weight capacity:
Frame material:
Weight:
24
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Specifications

29” to 38”
Offset
300 lbs
Aluminum
0.66 lbs

HPU Medical Wholesale

Handle Height:
Handle Style:
Weight capacity:
Frame material:
Weight:

34” to 38”
Ergonomic Offset
300 lbs
Aluminum
0.88 lbs

canes
CH2051 T Handle
The height adjustment range
of this cane is 31” to 36” and
is recommended for users
between 5’ 5” and 5’ 10” in
height. Adjustable height canes
are beneficial to individuals who
wear shoes of various heights. It
is also an economical option for
hospitals etc. who might have
multiple users sharing the same
cane or rental programs.

Specifications

Handle Height:
Handle Style:
Weight capacity:
Frame material:
Weight:

Folding Flashlight Cane
(short CH2046) (tall CH2047)
The EZee Life™ Flashlight cane
is a folding walking cane with
five height adjustments in both
tall and short sizes plus four
attractive colours! Additionally
the flashlight cane offers
features such as adjustable
angle flashlight, hazard warning
light, emergency siren and has a
250lb (113 kgs) weight capacity.
Available in Black, Red, Blue or
Purple.

Specifications

31” to 36”
“T”
300 lbs
Aluminum
0.77 lbs

Handle Height:
Handle Style:
Weight capacity:
Construction:

29” - 33” short / 33” - 37” tall
“T”
250 lbs
Aluminum

HPU Medical Wholesale
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canes

Crutches

CH2048 – Non-Folding Flashlight
The EZee Life™ Flashlight cane
is a non-folding walking cane with
five height adjustments and four
attractive colours! Additionally
the flashlight cane offers
features such as adjustable
angle flashlight, hazard warning
light, emergency siren and has a
250lb (113 kgs) weight capacity.
Available in Black, Red, Blue or
Purple.

Specifications

Handle Height:
Handle Style:
Weight capacity:
Construction:

26
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CH2029 Junior Crutches
The EZee Life™ adjustable
junior underarm crutches are
adjustable in height from 31” to
37” and are suitable for most
people between 4’ and 4’ 6”
height. In addition to overall
height adjustment, the hand
grips on these crutches are also
adjustable in height to allow
users to truly customize them for
the best fit possible.

Specifications

30” to 39”
“T”
250 lbs
Aluminum

HPU Medical Wholesale

User Height range:
Height:
Handle Height:
Weight capacity:
Frame material:
Weight:

4' to 4' 6”
31” to 37”
33” to 41”
300 lbs
Aluminum
3.19 lbs

Crutches
CH2030 Adult Crutches
The EZee Life™ adjustable adult
underarm crutches are adjustable
in height from 46” to 54” and are
suitable for people between 5’ 2”
and 5’ 10” in height. In addition
to overall height adjustment the
hand grips on these crutches are
also adjustable in height to allow
users to truly customize them for
the best fit possible.

Specifications

User Height range:
Height:
Handle Height:
Weight capacity:
Frame material:
Weight:

CH2050 Tall Crutches
The EZee Life™ adjustable adult
underarm crutches are adjustable
in height from 52” to 60” and are
suitable for people between 5’
10” and 6’ 6” in height. In addition
to overall height adjustment the
hand grips on these crutches are
also adjustable in height to allow
users to truly customize them for
the best fit possible.

Specifications

5' 2” to 5' 10”
45" to 53"
25" to 39"
300 lbs
Aluminum
3.74"

User Height range:
Height:
Handle Height:
Weight capacity:
Frame material:
Weight:

5' 10” to 6' 6”
52 3/4” to 60 3/4”
30 3/4" to 44 3/4"
300 lbs
Aluminum
3.96 lbs

HPU Medical Wholesale
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Patient Room Products
CH3053 Bed Rail
The EZee Life CH3053 bed rail is a transfer assist product that provides
users with a secure handhold to use when entering or leaving their
bed. Fits all bed widths over 37”, features security straps for added
safety and the convenient dual storage pockets minimize entrapment.
The new “M” design provides additional grasping options and security
for users.

Specifications

Width:
Height:
Under mattress length
Frame material:
Weight Capacity:

28
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19.6”
17.7” to 21.7” Maximum
36.2”
Steel
300 lbs

Patient Room Products
CH3052 32” Folding Reacher
The EZee Life™ CH3052 reacher features a rotating head, magnetic
tip, molded jaw and trigger assembly. This reacher is a great item to
help people, who have bending or range of motion problems, pick
things off the floor or grasp off high shelves safely.

Specifications

Jaw opening:
Length
Frame material:
Weight capacity:
Product weight:

4”
32”
Aluminum tube
18 lbs
2 lbs

HPU Medical Wholesale
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Patient Room Products
CH3055 Bed Back Support
The EZee Life™ bed-rest
back support is a light weight
adjustable angle back support
to allow people in bed to sit up
comfortably. This back support
feature a washable fabric back
sling, a small padded head
cushion and has 5 different back
angles.

Specifications

Back Width:
Overall Width:
Height:
Frame depth:
Frame Material:
Product weight:
Weight in box:
Box Dimensions
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CH3056 Two Step Stool
EZee Life™ two step stool is an
aid for those who have difficulty
reaching high objects or find
beds or examination tables too
high to get onto safely and easily.

Specifications

21”
23”
23”
18”
Painted metal
5.6 lbs
7.6 lbs
24.8” x 4.7” x 24”

HPU Medical Wholesale

Step Width:
Overall Width:
Overall Depth:
Step Depth:
Lower Step Height:
Upper Step Height:
Frame Material:
Product weight:
Weight in box:
Box Dimensions

15.5”
18.5”
19.5”
8.5”
6.5”
13.5”
Steel
10.36 lbs
13.22 lbs
19.3” x 18.9” x 21.3”

Patient Room Products
CH2001 Over-Bed Table
The EZee Life™ CH2001 overbed table is an adjustable height
table that will allow users to easily
do activities that would otherwise
be difficult to do while sitting in a
bed. With its low profile wheeled
base this overbed table will fit
under most types of beds.

Specifications

Table top width:
Table top depth:
Table height:
Finish:
Construction:
Weight capacity:
Product weight:
Weight in box:

CH2006 Tilt Over-Bed Table
EZee Life™ tilt over-bed table
is an adjustable height and
adjustable angle table that
ensures its users will always be
within reach of their favourite
items. When reclined in a bed
this tilt feature makes tasks such
as reading and writing much
easier. The CH2006 features
small non-folding area that can
hold drinks or other items that
can’t be tilted.

Specifications

30”
15”
31” to 41”
Walnut
Steel base / Laminate table top
10 lbs
21 lbs
24.91 lbs

Large section width:
Small section width:
Table depth:
Overall table top size:
Table height:
Construction:
Product weight:

23.5”
8”
15”
32 3/4” wide x 15” deep
29” to 49”
Steel base / Laminate table top
19.4 lbs

HPU Medical Wholesale
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